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An Extraordinarily Quirky Anthology of the
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I started writing poetry a few years ago as a tool to help me
manage the effects of schizophrenia. This method of using
occupational practices to aid my coping abilities is called
occupational therapy, and it is widely used in the field of
mental health care. At first, I started writing just for personal
reasons and only saw it as a personal hobby to aid my own
health. I found that writing or any form of artistic expression
was extremely effective in doing so. Over time, I developed
my own personal style, and after receiving very positive
feedback from the people to whom I showed my work, I
decided to take writing poetry more seriously, resulting in the
collection in this book. Some of the content of my work is
loosely based on my own experiences and on the experiences
of other people with mental disorders with whom I have
spoken, and some of the work is just pure imagination. In my
work, there is no referral to any person I know, and I only
used the concepts of what people have told me of their own
experiences. Of course, I fully took advantage of artistic
licence and added a dash of my personal humor, but if I felt it
was needed, I gave the piece a serious note. Writing this book
has been an enjoyable learning curve for me, and I hope that
you enjoy reading my collection as much as I enjoyed writing
it.
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The fifth dimension
Welcome to the fifth dimension,
Welcome to a different plane,
Where a square only has eight corners
But a cuboid is not the same.
Feel the fifth dimension,
Where every shadow has a twin,
Where you taste the colors made by sound,
As you experience the outside in.
People are as thin as they are wide.
Everyone looks the same.
Seen from every obtuse angle,
All knowing each other’s name.
With no need for spatial awareness,
Every point is reached as one.
Yet every point is immeasurable
From the variable of any sum.
Welcome to the fifth dimension,
Where shapes are not what they seem,
And geometry is learned in the blink of an eye
In the depths of a stranger’s dream.
In the realm of the fifth dimension,
There are no unsure surprises,
From the light of the dimmest future,
To all fleeting past surmises.
Everything is seen and understood,
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All at the same moment in time,
Synchronized to the merest perfection
By an omnipresent mind.
Welcome to the fifth dimension,
Welcome to another space,
Where over there is beyond reality,
And over here is another place.
Taste the hue of entirety,
As the colors hit your tongue,
Expressing space from another time
Under someone else’s sun.
Buildings have all sides on view,
As you look in at every pane,
A parallel optical balance
From a five-dimensional brain.
Welcome to another existence,
Welcome to an infinite time,
Where a three-dimensional person,
And the five dimensions entwine.
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